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Maths: 

This week in maths we will be focussing on fractions. Each day will start with some times table practice 

involving the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times table. Arithmetic each day shall focus on a mixture of skills and the 

reasoning tasks will put your knowledge of fractions to the test in more practical problems.  This should take 

you about 40 – 60 minutes in total.  

On Friday, you will be asked to complete an investigation where you will be asked to find as many different 

ways to fold a piece of paper in half as possible.    

English:  

Monday will include a RIC reading lesson based on the book ‘Space’ which can be found on MyOn. 

(https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=sle_space_f13) 

Tuesday will be SPaG where you will be using adverbs in sentences. These tasks should take you about 30 

minutes to complete.  

On Wednesday and Thursday, you will be given mini-invents to complete based on the recent rocket launch by 

SpaceX. I have included some interesting links to information about this on Wednesday’s learning. Begin your 

writing in the same way we do in class by practicing your handwriting at the top of your page. Try and write for 

40 minutes and aim to complete at least a page.  

Friday’s English work comprises of spelling practice and a new rule will be included. Learn the rule and 

challenge yourself to write a paragraph using the words. This should take approximately 20 minutes to write. 

Keep revisiting this rule over the week to ensure it is embedded.  

Don’t forget to read every day and complete your quizzes on Accelerated Reader.  

Hope you have a great week!  

Miss Harding x  

 

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=sle_space_f13
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Challenge 1 – Times Tables  

 

Challenge 2 - Arithmetic 
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Challenge 3 – Problem Solving  
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Challenge 4 – RIC  

For our non-fiction unit this term we will be look at a book all about space. Find the book here on the MyOn website:  

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=sle_space_f13 

 

 

Read pages 4–15 of ‘Space’ and answer the following questions:  

 

1. What is the name given to people who study space?  

2. Who invented the telescope? What did he see?  

3. How long has our moon been circling earth for?  

4. How does the moon affect our oceans?  

5. What are stars? (pg8)  

6. How long does it take for light from the sun to reach Earth?  

7. Name two things that need the sun to survive. 

8. What is the name of our solar system?  

9. How many planets orbit around the sun in total?  

10. What does the word ‘expanding’ mean? (pg15)  

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=sle_space_f13

